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Abstract
One of the primary goals of the MIRO Center for Space Exploration and Technology
Research (cSETR) is the design and testing of liquid oxygen and liquid methane rocket engines.
As of this thesis’ time of writing, two engines are currently undergoing testing at the center’s
Technology Research and Innovation Acceleration Park (tRIAC), located in Fabens, Texas. The
engines vary in scale starting with a 5 lbf Reaction Control Engine (RCE) to a 500 lbf engine
dubbed the Centennial Restartable Oxygen Methane Engine (CROME). It was necessary to
develop a control and data acquisition system to support these various test campaigns, thus the
Modular Instrumentation and Control Interface Trailer (MICIT) was created. A brief overview of
MICIT is provided to familiarize the reader with system. With this thesis being a continuation on
previous work, further documentation of the system’s hardware and software can be found in two
recent publications (Hansen, 2019) (Rojo, 2019).
Serving as the “brain’s behind the operation”, MICIT is required to be highly reliable. As
such it was put through various qualification checks before it was approved for testing. These
qualification checks were then modified to serve as the instrumentation and control checkouts done
at the beginning of every test day. The nature of having a mobile system shared between two
different test stands means the harnesses cannot be connected long term, forcing them to be reconnected/disconnected at the start and end of every test day. Having wiring harnesses that are
moved so often opens the door to various issues to arise, therefore the system is checked a day
before and morning of every test. After being validated multiple times, several issues were found
which required additional procedures to be created and implemented. Issues without permanent
solutions are detailed in the future proposed works section.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The UTEP MIRO Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) is
composed of many teams responsible for numerous projects. The center is a magnet for brilliant
students who have a passion for space, with many finding lucrative and exciting careers after
graduation. One team in particular dedicates much of their time and energy braving harsh desert
conditions, around the clock days, tiring work, and countless McDonalds coffee trips. All this in
the hopes of the beautiful sound of a successful rocket engine test.

Figure 1.1: RCE Hot Fire Test

The Technology Research and Innovation Park (tRIAC) is a collaborative effort
between cSETR, NASA, and El Paso county to provide the center with a suitable test site. tRIAC
is located at Fabens, Texas and currently serves as the lab for several projects. This thesis will
focus on the liquid oxygen/liquid methane project. Two student designed rocket engines, a 5lbf
Reaction Control Engine (RCE) and a 500 lbf engine dubbed the Centennial Restartable Oxygen
Methane Engine (CROME), are currently undergoing test campaigns at the tRIAC facility. Each
of these engines sit on their own custom designed and built mobile test stands. It was decided early
1

into development that one data acquisition system that could support each test stand without much
modification would be a time and money saving maneuver. Thus, the Modular Instrumentation
and Control Interface Trailer (MICIT) was created. Through the hard work and dedication of
several previous students MICIT was designed and assembled. The latest publications of these
works will be referenced in this document alongside a surface level overview to familiarize the
reader to the system, however there will be a larger focus on the implementation of MICIT for
testing.
1.2 TEST ROLE AND TEST SITE OVERVIEW
It is important to define the terms used throughout the document regarding test roles and
locations. Table 1.1 provides a reference for each test role along with an example of
responsibilities. All roles along with specific duties are assigned to all test personnel by the test
requester before each test.
Table 1.1: Test Roles and General Responsibilities
Responsibilities
Test Conductor
Go-to personnel for duties on the test stand
Operates LabVIEW
Test Operator
Monitors data
Alerts Test Requester of any irregularities
Runs the test and dictates tasks
Test Requester
Defines test objectives
Safety Engineer
Monitors ongoing test activity to keep all personnel safe
Stays at tRIAC away from test stand and monitors
Quality Assurance
procedures for irregularities
Go-to personnel for solving irregularities with test stand
Electronics
electronics
tRIAC is composed of one large hanger referred to as headquarters (HQ), along with
several smaller sheds along the north-east hill called test cells. The CROME and RCE tests do not
require the usage of these test cells, and as such they will not be covered in this thesis. HQ is where
MICIT and both test stands are housed when not in use. During testing the trailers are towed to
2

designated positions outside of HQ. The computer which runs MICIT, referred to as the test
computer, stays within HQ at the southwest corner. Safety is a large concern when it comes to the
testing of these engines, and as such precautions are taken to mitigate the danger to test and outside
personnel. Each test stand’s location was selected based on safe distance parameters in the event
of a catastrophic failure. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 provides an overview perspective of both RCE and
CROME test sites.

Figure 1.2 CROME Test Site

3

Figure 1.3: RCE Test Site

As a safety precaution only essential test personnel are allowed to be on site during
a test day. The roads leading to the site are also barricaded with safety barrels to limit outside
personnel from accidentally entering. Due to HQ being situated on an active airport, it is imperative
that the airport managers are made aware of tests so that they may close the airport for that day.
1.3 SCOPE OF THESIS
This thesis will focus on the actual implementation of MICIT for testing. However, it is
necessary to provide a brief overview of the MICIT hardware and software beforehand. There are
many intricacies to both aspects, and further detail regarding them is covered in previous work
done. This overview will only serve as a tool to give the reader an initial familiarization.
Afterwards it will discuss the steps required to approve MICIT for use. MICIT had never
truly been verified due to the test stands still being in development at the time of MICIT’s
completion. As such it was necessary to qualify the integration of MICIT to both RCE and
CROME’s test stands before any actual tests could be ran. This involved a series of checks to
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qualify both the software and hardware. Once qualified a new set of procedures regarding the
setup, handling, verifying, and troubleshooting was required.
The closing thoughts will include hard-earned lessons gained from working on the
system in the hopes of passing along that knowledge. Many of the issues encountered along with
their solutions will be covered. Any issues found that have no permanent solution are addressed in
the future proposed works section. For these problems there are proposed fixes, however many of
them require time, money, and labor that may not fit with the testing schedule.
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Chapter 2: Overview of MICIT Hardware
The MICIT trailer is composed of two server racks. The power distribution rack is the rack
closest to the wall and is home to all the hardware related to power, this includes the uninterruptible
power supplies, power supply, and relay cards. Next to the power distribution rack is the data
acquisition rack. It is here where you will find the Compact Reconfigurable IO Module (cRIO)
and Compact Data Acquisition System (cDAQ) cards necessary to run the LabVIEW software for
MICIT. Further detail on the wiring of the system can be found in a previous publication (Hansen,
2019).
For clarity, the front of the racks will be referring to the side of the racks directly facing
the main door, with the back being those facing the air conditioner and tow hitch. Harness
connection ports are found on the front of both racks, with the back serving as the best wiring
accessway. This is seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Front (Left) and Back (Right) of Data and Control Racks
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Another major difference is that the front of the racks have addresses for each of the various
ports, while the back does not. The scheme is straightforward and composed of 4 sections. First,
the rack is denoted with either a L or R for left and right respectively. Next is the panel number
counting from top down, followed by a hyphen and another number denoting the port counting
from left to right. Lastly is another hyphen by either a number or sign, whichever is appropriate,
to identify the pin. The only exception is panel L7 as it is found at the top of the data acquisition
rack not at the bottom. Practically most users on the test stand only require the first 3, as that is
enough to connect everything and to do some simple troubleshooting.

Positive Pin on the 11th K-Type Thermocouple Port

R 7- 11 - +
Figure 2.2: MICIT Port Address Scheme
2.1 POWER DISTRIBUTION RACK
The power distribution rack is the rack located on the left upon entering the trailer via the
main door. Along with being the taller of the two racks it is also distinguished by the multitude of
banana plug ports placed along the panels. There are also a series of wires leading from the top
panel unto the roof of the trailer which lead to the test alarm system. From the back you can see
all the hardware required to power on and distribute said power to the various sub systems within
MICIT.
7

Figure 2.3: Front (left) and Back (right) View of Power Distribution Rack

2.1.1 L7, Indicator Lights and Bell System
This panel is composed of only 4 banana plug ports. These ports receive power from the
LabVIEW controlled relays. Each indicator light port receives 12V DC at 3.8 amps, and the buzzer
port is wired to 24V DC at .8 amps. With the indicator lights and buzzer being mounted to the
trailer, these ports are unique in that they have no reason to be disconnected. In the event that they
are, each plug should be connected to the port underneath the appropriate name. The software
assumes each plug is in their corresponding position and has no way to tell if the light/buzzer was
set up correctly or even connected at all. The plugs should also be plugged in the correct color, i.e.
red to red.

8

Figure 2.4: Panel L7

Figure 2.5: Alarm System Off (left) and On (right)
The lights serve as an indicator for test personnel on the test site. The bell serves the same
purpose but doubles as a warning for outside personnel who may accidentally drive into the test
site.
Table 2.1: Alarm System Component and Meaning
Meaning When On
Low danger
Green light
Personnel may move freely
Elevated danger
Yellow Light
Only trained personnel may be in the test site
High danger
Red Light
All personnel maintain safe distance
Test is in progress or Emergency stop initiated
Low danger
No Bell
Personnel may move freely
Elevated danger
Ringing every 8 seconds
Only trained personnel may be in the test site
High danger
Ringing every 3 seconds
All personnel maintain safe distance
Test is in progress
Component
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2.1.2 L1, Motor Valve Signal and Control
This portion is the interface for the motor valves found on the CROME test stand. For the
current and foreseeable test campaigns MOTOR VALVE 1 is reserved for the motor valves on
methane, with MOTOR VALVE 2 coded for the oxygen motor valves. This can be changed but
would require modifications to the LabVIEW code. The signal connection is wired to the cRIO,
which provides the “rotation instructions” to the motor valves. The calibration for the valve
rotation is detailed in the test preparation section of this document. Great care must be taken with
the Power 8V DC ports as they are not hooked up to a relay, making them live as soon as MICIT
turns on. The motor valve control boxes found on the stand are directional and are HIGHLY
SUSCEPTIBLE to failure if not connected correctly. When connecting the plugs, the user must
ensure that the plugs are inserted positive to positive (red) and negative to negative (black).

Figure 2.6: Panel L1

2.1.3 L2, Igniter Signal and Control
Panel L2 contains ports for 4 possible igniters, however currently only 2 are fully wired.
RCE and CROME have only 1 igniter, so these extra ports are purely for futureproofing. Each
igniter connection is split into two sections; a bnc connector which provides the square wave and
a banana plug port for power. Further detail on these signals are found in the software chapter. It
should be noted that the power port is wired only for 8V DC, meaning only 8V DC igniters are
supported.
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Figure 2.7: Panel L2

2.1.4 L3, L4, L5 and L6; Solenoid Valve Power and Control
These panels make up the bulk of the front of the power distribution rack. In total there
are 64 banana plug ports that are divided into four rows of 16. Each of these panels are wired to a
relay card that when given the order to close from the FPGA complete a circuit providing power
to the port. L3 and L4 are both wired to 120V AC power. L5 is connected to 12V DC. L6 was
originally planned to be a 24V DC panel but was later modified to 12V DC based on the needs of
the test stands. Ports L5-2 and L5-14 are covered with electrical tape to denote a “do not use”
status. The switches on the relay card that correspond to those ports were broken and have not
been repaired.
For the most part these panels serve as the solenoid valve interface, however other types
of hardware can be connected only requiring it to be wired to the compatible power source. One
such example is found in RCE’s igniter which is 12V DC not the 8V DC supplied by the igniter
power port on L3. In order to power the igniter, it was plugged into an unused port on L5.
Note that the solenoid valves found in the RCE and CROME test stands are not affected
by polarity, so users can rest assured when connecting those harnesses.

11

Figure 2.8: Panel L3, L4, L5, and L6

2.1.5 Programmable Signal Amplifiers
Moving to the top of the back portion of the power distribution rack is where the
programmable signal amplifiers are found. Their current function is to amplify the millivolt signal
output from the cryogenic pressure transducers (cryo PTs) on both test stands. As of the time of
writing there are only 12 amplifiers, limiting the number of cryo PTs to 12. The LED screen on
each amplifier displays the value to which the signal has been boosted to, which is then sent to the
cDAQ via the NI-9205 module. Interestingly this allows for users on the test site to easily
troubleshoot the cryo PTs as the test computer is not required to see those pressure readings.
Calibrating the amplifiers is one of the preliminary qualifications the test stands must
undergo. Each amplifier is calibrated to one specific individual PT and must be reset should a
different PT be used, even if they are identical in every aspect. More details regarding the process

12

is outlined in the Implementation of MICIT for CROME and RCE testing chapter, but in short it
requires 2 known pressures that the amplifier uses to create a linear scaling factor. Due to time
constraints and lack of available PTs, CROME and RCE currently share 3 cryo PTs which are
swapped between tests. This is a small advantage as it does not require amplifiers to be recalibrated in between tests but does require the facility to be checked for leaks

Figure 2.9: Programable Amplifiers
Lastly, the order in which the amplifiers correspond to the ports goes from top to bottom,
THEN left to right. It should also be noted that the different colors serve as a quick reference for
the PT scale that amplifier is calibrated to. Red for 1000 PSI, Green for 500 PSI, and Orange for
250 PSI.

1

51

91

21

61

101

31

71

111

41

81

121

Figure 2.10: Amplifier Numbering Scheme
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2.1.6 Terminal Blocks
Hidden along the side walls underneath the amplifiers are the terminal blocks. These
blocks serve as a distribution point for the power going to all the MICIT subsystems. Each one is
connected to a different voltage source provided by the power supply, then shared among all wires
connected to that block. Each block is labeled according to that terminal’s supply voltage.

Figure 2.11: Terminal Blocks
2.1.7 Relay Cards
The three green boards near the bottom of the rack are the relay cards. These cards are the
primary tool for controlling much of the hardware found in the test stands, along with some found
inside MICIT. The relay card works in a similar manner to a light switch. In the default off state,
the circuit is open meaning that current cannot be delivered to the intended hardware. When it is
flipped on, the circuit closes thus delivering current. Each board has 24 channels it can support,
these are found on the right portion of the card. Below each channel there is a red LED which turns
on to indicate that the switch has been flipped and is providing power. There is also a clear ‘click’
noise that can be heard when the channel is turned on. The large connection on the left is a 37-pin
connector that goes to the cRIO for control via the NI-9403 Module.
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Figure 2.12: Terminal Blocks All Off (Left) Half On (Right)
2.1.8 Power Supply
The power supplies are found at the bottom of the power distribution rack in a steel
chassis, and yellow box. It is here where the power from the uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
is modified to meet the needs of MICIT’s subsystems. The 120V AC from the uninterruptible
power supply is converted into 24V DC, 12V DC, and 8V DC. Due to concerns regarding the
maximum wattage usage, a secondary UPS was added as a precaution.

Figure 2.13: Power Supplies
2.1.9 Uninterruptible Power supply
In the rear section of the power distribution rack lying at the bottom is the uninterruptible
power supply (UPS). If the cRIO is the brains of MICIT, the UPS is the heart that keeps energy
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pumping throughout. The UPS is connected to facility 120V AC power. It then sends that power
either directly to MICIT subsystems or converts the power to a range of DC voltages via the power
supplies. Equipped inside of the UPS is a 1000-watt battery, that serves as a backup should
connection to facility power be disrupted in any way. The wattage of the battery serves as an
indicator for the amount of power that can be consumed before it runs out. This is indicated by a
battery charge indicator located in the bottom section of the LED screen. The original design of
MICIT was equipped with only one UPS but concerns regarding power consumption in an
emergency led to the addition of a second identical UPS being installed.

Figure 2.14: Uninterruptible Power Supply
Each UPS can be powered on by simply hitting the power switch above the LED screen
on the bottom right corner. It is best for users on the test stand to learn how to power off MICIT
in an emergency situation. The sequence to turn off the UPS, and in turn MICIT, is outlined in
figure 2.15. In practice is best for users to memorize this sequence along with the locations of each
button. It is highly unlikely that a user will have to turn on a flashlight to illuminate MICIT or read
the onscreen prompts in an emergency. The sequence is identical for both UPS.
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Figure 2.15: UPS Shutoff Sequence
The last thing to note is that the UPS models inside of MICIT are not equipped with a
network port, meaning it cannot communicate to the test computer inside of headquarters. Under
most circumstances this is not necessary, but it means the test operator has no idea if the facility
power to MICIT connection was disrupted. The UPS does provide an indicator if running on
battery power in the form of a red light next to the LED screen and a distinct trio of “beeps”
sounded off every few minutes. It should be noted that the beeps are not loud enough to be heard
a few feet away from MICIT, let alone from the test computer.
2.2 DATA ACQUISITION RACK
The data acquisition rack is the shorter of the two racks inside of MICIT. It is the rightmost
one when entering MICIT from the main door. All the instrumentation interface ports can be found
on the front of the panel. There is also a red “Stop” button located at the top of these ports, but it
is not functional. The back portion of the rack houses 2 of the most critical aspects to MICIT, the
Compact Reconfigurable IO Module (cRIO) and Compact Data Acquisition System (cDAQ)
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cards. These two cards work in tandem to read and control all test stand hardware. Lastly there is
a supply box, dynamic pressure transducer (PT) amplifiers, and network switch. An important
thing to note is that R3 has been removed since the original design and the labeling now goes from
R2 directly to R4.

Figure 2.16: Front (left) and Back (right) View of Data Acquisition Rack
2.2.1 R1, Cryogenic and Differential Pressure Transducer Ports
The first set of connections belong to the cryogenic (cryo) and differential pressure
transducers (PTs). This panel is unique in that it houses ports for different instrumentation types.
Despite all ports looking identical, each row is wired to meet the specific needs of that intended
component. As such care must be taken to not mix up the ports for the cryo and differential PTs.
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Figure 2.17: Panel R-1 and Port Addresses

The first twelve ports, or R1-1 to R1-12, are wired for the cryo PTs found in the CROME
and RCE test stands. This means they output an excitation voltage and route the output of the PTs
to the amplifiers in the power distribution rack. The amplifier then sends the resulting signal to the
cDAQ via the NI-9205 module.

Each amplifier is calibrated to that specific port which

corresponds to one specific PT. This means that the PTs cannot easily change interfaces as the
amplifier along with the software must be updated to reflect this change. A good example is found
in the RCE test stand. Three cryo PTs are shared between the two test stands, however the PTs
were calibrated based on CROME’s connections. Therefore, when the PTs are taken from CROME
to be used on RCE, they must be plugged into the original positions of the CROME PTs.
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Figure 2.18: Cryo-PT Connection for CROME (top) and RCE (bottom)

Ports R1-13 and R1-14 are reserved for the differential PTs found on the CROME test
stand. CROME only has the two differential PTs, so the other 10 available spaces were not wired
at the time of writing. This can be amended later should the need for more differential PTs arise.
The third row of ports are wired for the flowmeters found on the original RCE test stand
design but have been rendered obsolete due to RCE’s updated design no longer using those flow
measurement devices. As such they are currently unused.
2.2.2 R2, Load Cells
R2 houses DB9 connections that are intended to be used with load cells for the CROME
test stand. As of the time of writing, said load cells have not been used in the test stand. This port
has been untested and will require qualification testing once the load cells arrive and before they
are mounted to the test stand.

Figure 2.19: Panel R-2
2.2.3 R4, RSE Pressure Transducers
R4 is a strange looking panel that has one hole for every two wired ports, a result of the
connectors themselves being too thick. This is the interface for the static pressure transducers
(PTs). Each transducer outputs a 24-volt excitation and receives either a 0-5- or 0-10-volt signal.
This signal is then sent either directly to the cDAQ via the NI-9205 module or split through a
terminal block so that the cRIO can receive the measurement reading along with the cDAQ. Doing
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this split means that the cRIO can use pressure readings as a hard redline parameter. These pressure
transducers do not require any form of amplification or further post processing as in the case for
the cryo or differential PTs.

Figure 2.20: Panel R-4

2.2.4 R5 & R6, Dynamic Pressure Transducers
This panel is dedicated to high speed instrumentation. It is made up of 8 BNC connections.
These connections are wired to the dynamic pressure transducer amplifier found at the back of the
rack mounted to the top. During testing a short caused a failure in the dynamic pressure transducers
found in the CROME test stand, and as of the time of writing have not been replaced. It is also
possible for the amplifier to have taken damage during this short, but due to the lack of replacement
PTs, it has not been tested. R6 is currently unused but every BNC is wired and ready for future
use, pending testing.

Figure 2.21: Panel R5 and R6
2.2.5 R7 & R8, K-type & E-Type Thermocouples
Both R7 and R8 house connections to thermocouples (TCs), although fundamentally
similar there still several differences to be noted. Starting with R7, this panel is composed of 32
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ports for K-Type TCs. R7-1 through R7-16 are routed through terminal blocks so that the cRIO
and cDAQ both receive measurement readings via a NI-9214 module. These 16 TCs collect data
while also serving as redline parameters. The remaining ports, R7-17 to R7-31 are solely connected
to the cDAQ, again via a NI-9214 module. R8 exclusively houses E-Type TCs. There are 32
available ports and each one is routed directly to the cDAQ by means of a NI-9214 module.

Figure 2.22: Panel R7 and R8
2.2.6 R9, Fiber Optic
The bottom panel on the front of the data acquisition rack is the communications panel.
This is how MICIT was originally planned to interface with the test computer at HQ. It was
intended for a fiber optic to run between the test computer and MICIT’s network switch, which
would be connected to the cDAQ and cRIO. However, the intended fiber optic could not withstand
the stress of the constant movement inherent to a mobile system and as such had to be replaced.
This port is currently unused in lieu of an ethernet connection on the network switch.

Figure 2.23: Panel R9 (left) and Closeup on Connected Fiber Optic Cable (left)
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2.2.7 Dynamic PT amplifiers
Mounted to the top back section of the data acquisition rack is the dynamic pressure
transducer amplifier. This is a PCB_483C05 signal conditioner. Due to a short during a test
campaign the dynamic PTs on the test stand failed. It is also unsure if this amplifier has as well
since there are no replacement dynamic PTs to test it.

Figure 2.24: Dynamic PT Amplifiers
2.2.8 Compact Reconfigurable IO Module (cRIO)
The cRIO9066-1, or cRIO for short, oversees the control side of MICIT. It is equipped
with a field programmable gate array (FPGA) running at a 40MHz clock speed. The FPGA is the
key factor in the MICIT’s reliability. It is an integrated circuit that can modify itself on a hardware
level to create new internal logic for specified pre-programmed tasks. In the case of MICIT, this
task would be running the test stands controls. Once set-up the FPGA can operate the controls
independently of an outside user or secondary computer. This is most important for emergency
situations in which a user may not have control of the system. In this case the FPGA is still looking
for redlines, running any sequences already in progress, and can initiate an emergency stop based
the emergency shutoff criteria. For this reason, a select number of K-type thermocouples and static
pressure transducers had their output signals routed to the cRIO, these serve as redline parameters
that can still be activated should connection to the test computer be lost. The cRIO does have data
collection capabilities but this is limited to increase responsiveness by reducing the load.
By default, the cRIO is unable to communicate or interact with any hardware that is not
connected via its network port. NI supplies a variety of modules that provide a range of
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functionality from an analog 0-5V output to a module with 4 switches on it. The idea being each
user tailor their cRIO to meet their specific needs. The cRIO in MICIT has space for 8 of these
modules. The modules being used in MICIT’s cRIO are found in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.25: cRIO

Slot 1
Name

Slot 2

Table 2.2: cRIO NI-Modules
Slot 3
Slot 4
Slot 5

NI-9344 NI-9403 NI-9403 NI-9403

Physical
switches
to
Function
modify
MICIT
state

Control
Relay
Card 1
(L3 and
L4)

Control
Relay
Card 2
(L6)

Control
Relay
Card 1
(L5 and
Alarm
System)

Slot 6

Slot 7

Slot 8

NI-9214

NI-9205 NI-9269

NI-9472

K-Type
TC data
for
redlines

5V
output
for
Igniter
and
Throttle
Valve
control

Throttle
Valve
enable
signal

Static
PT data
for
redlines

2.2.9 Data Terminal Blocks
Below the cRIO are two sets of terminal blocks with yellow and white wires emanating
from them. These blocks split the signal coming from the first 16 K-type thermocouples and the
first 6 static pressure transducers. The split signals are then sent to both the cRIO and cDAQ. This
way the measurement readings can be collected by the cDAQ and used as redline
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Figure 2.26: Terminal Blocks
2.2.10 Compact Data Acquisition System (cDAQ)
The cDAQ9189-1, or cDAQ, handles the data collection. The cDAQ is intended to be
tailored to the user’s needs, and as such has slots for 8 NI modules. These modules provide specific
functionality to the cDAQ and are selected based on what is required. The current modules in
MICIT’s cDAQ can be found in Table 2.3. A major difference between the cDAQ and the cRIO
is that the cDAQ is not equipped with an FPGA and as such cannot run if connection to the test
computer is lost. This is important to note as any redlines which are based on measurement
readings gathered from the cDAQ cannot be used if connectivity is lost.

Figure 2.27: cDAQ
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Table 2.3 cDAQ NI-Modules
Slot 3
Slot 4
Slot 5

Slot 1

Slot 2

Name

NI-9214

NI-9214

NI-9214

NI-9214

Function

K-Type
TC
temp.
readings

K-Type
TC
temp.
readings

E-Type
TC
temp.
readings

E-Type
TC
temp.
readings

Not in
Use

Slot 6

Slot 7

Slot 8

NI-9205

NI-9361

NI-9205

Single
ended
pressure
readings

Counter
Double
for
ended
flowmeter pressure
readings readings

2.2.11 Supply Box
Sitting in the center of the data acquisition rack is a small supply box. This is a rail mounted
drawer to store miscellaneous tools and hardware components for MICIT.

Figure 2.28: Supply Box Closed (left) and Open (Right)

2.2.12 Network Switch
The network switch is the last system mounted to the data acquisition rack. It is easily
identifiable with the rows of ethernet ports. This serves as the bridge between the cRIO, cDAQ,
and test computer. Both the cRIO and cDAQ are connected directly to the switch via ethernet
cable. Originally a fiber optic connection was to be used to tether the network switch and test
computer together. However, the fiber optic was unreliable as it was prone to breaking, requiring
a day to repair at the least. This was then replaced in lieu of an ethernet cable instead. More detail
on this connection is found in the test preparation section.
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Figure 2.29: Network Switch
2.3 AIR CONDITIONING
The AC unit along the back wall of MICIT serves as the cooling for the electronics. To run
the AC an extension cable must be the only connection in one of the quad outlets found inside of
tRIAC HQ. When in use it is good practice to have MICIT’s main door closed and keep the man
door as closed as possible.

Figure 2.30: Air Conditioning Unit Inside of MICIT (left) and Outside of MICIT (right)
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Chapter 3: MICIT Software Overview
MICIT runs on LabVIEW 2018 version 18.0f2. LabVIEW is a graphical coding language
that is commonly used on data acquisition systems. There are two main components to a LabVIEW
code, a block diagram, and a front panel. The block diagram is where all the programming is done.
The LabVIEW programming language G executes codes based on block diagrams filled with
nodes that are connected by user drawn lines. Many of these codes are surrounded by special boxes
that denotes a specific loop type to determine how many times the code should be executed. These
boxes are referred to as loops. Lastly is the front panel which serves as the graphic user interface
(GUI). These finished code subroutines are called virtual instruments or more commonly known
as VIs. A VI can be used independently but it is often the case that several are used in tandem with
other VIs creating a series of sub-VIs. Project files are often used when there are many VIs and
sub-VIs. These files create a virtual folder inside LabVIEW that stores and organizes all VIs used
for that project.
The LabVIEW code for MICIT is stored on the test computer in an aptly named file titled
“MICIT LABVIEW”. Inside that folder is a project file titled, “TEST STAND 3.0”. Opening that
file will open a project explorer menu in where a user can access the files necessary to run any test.
The following section is a brief overview of the code that is most necessary for troubleshooting
during a test. A full in-depth explanation of the LabVIEW is out of this thesis’ scope and if more
detail is required an in-depth look at the code can be found in the previous publication by (Rojo,
2019).
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Figure 3.1: LabVIEW Project Folder
3.1 FPGA
The field programmable gate array (FPGA) is MICIT’s key component. It is what runs the
control logic that both main VIs reference. The FPGA is an integrated circuit with the ability to
modify itself on a hardware level. This modification is made based on user pre-programmed
LabVIEW code, for MICIT’s case this means running the controls. After an initial setup, the FPGA
can run this code independently of any outside software. Functionally what this means is that even
if the connection between MICIT and the test computer is disrupted the FPGA will still run. Having
the FPGA be independent is critical for the system in an emergency, it would be incredibly
hazardous if the test computer was a single point of failure. Should the test computer lose power
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or connection to MICIT, the FPGA will continue either idling the system, finishing any already
running auto-sequences, checking if any redlines have been tripped, or initiating an emergency
stop based on any pre-defined shutdown criteria.

Figure 3.2: FPGA Location
The FPGA code for MICIT is the same code for both the RCE and CROME test stands.
This was done to reduce the cost and time it would take to modify MICIT in between test
campaigns. For the most part this holds true, however more time must be spent upfront to ensure
compatibility between the systems. This means many of the loops must be written in a way that
can support either test stand. Understanding the code inside the FPGA is important to correctly
troubleshoot issues while testing. Considering the size of the FPGA the following sections will
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break it down loop by loop and briefly explain their purpose along with any notes that the user
may need.

Figure 3.3: FPGA Front Panel

Figure 3.4: FPGA Block Diagram Map
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3.1.1 SOV State Check
The SOV state check is a simple loop. This loop provides, as the name states, a check on
the solenoid valves. This is done via the usage of 3 FPGA I/O node blocks. These blocks reference
Modules 2,3 and 4 which control the relay cards that send power to the solenoid valves. The block
checks to see if the node is true or false, in other terms on or off. This check is then compiled into
an array which is displayed with an indicator. Both the RCE and CROME main VIs reference these
indicators to determine if a valve is receiving power or not. Should the indicator light up and a
valve not open, there is likely an issue with test stand harnesses or another form of user error. This
indicator has proven to be a reliable method of determining whether a valve is receiving power or
not and has not yet failed during testing. With that being said, no system is infallible, so it is
possible just not likely.

Figure 3.5: SOV State Check Loop (left) and Front Panel Indicators (Right)
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3.1.2 Valve State Control
The Valve State Control is possibly the most intimidating looking loop in the FPGA.
Despite the many wires, nodes, and select functions scattered throughout, it is not impossible to
understand. The function of this code is to determine which state the MICIT is in. These states
determine the level of control the test operator has on the MICIT. Due to CROME’s larger safety
concerns and longer test days the programmed states are tailored to that test stand. This is not to
say RCE cannot use them, it just has not yet required to have so many. The current states are
detailed in Table 3.1.

State
Trouble Shoot
Not Enabled
Unprimed
Wait
AUTO

ESTOP

Table 3.1: MICIT States
Trigger
Meaning
Virtual switch inside of
Override of all safety features and grants
FPGA
operator full manual control
cRIO Module 1 switches set
Operator has no control
to ↑↓↓↓
cRIO Module 1 switches set
Operator cannot initiate auto sequence or
actuate critical valves
to ↑↑↓↓
cRIO Module 1 switches set Operator has full control of valves and can
initiate auto sequence
to ↑↑↑↑
Virtual button inside of
Operator has initiated automatic sequence
FPGA
and sequence is in progress
Redlines,
Emergency sequence has been initiated
cRIO Module 1 switches set
and is in progress. Cancels any auto
sequence in progress
to ↓↓↓↓, or
This state supersedes every state except
Virtual button inside of
for troubleshoot
FPGA
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Figure 3.6: Valve State Control Loop
Several different inputs are used to determine MICIT’s state. The first check comes from
a virtual switch inside LabVIEW that determines if the system is in Troubleshoot mode. To prevent
the test operator from accidentally triggering Troubleshoot mode, the switch is only available in
the FPGA which is closed during testing as stated in the procedures.

Figure 3.7: Trouble Shoot Switch
The next check is whether a redline has been tripped or either the virtual or physical
emergency stop has been initiated. This state will override any other state, except for
Troubleshooting, if the parameters are met. The emergency state will also stop any auto sequences
currently running. The redlines are outlined in a separate loop, discussed later in this section. Both
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RCE and CROME main VIs reference the virtual emergency stop button, and the physical stop is
found on the NI-9344 module on the cRIO.

Figure 3.8: Emergency Stop Button (left) and Indicators (right)

The next 3 states are based on the NI-9344 module. This module is equipped with 4
switches that send the cRIO a true or false reading. By assigning specific switch positions to states,
the test requester can adjust the test operators control while on the test stand. It is important to note
that the node converts the binary of the switches to integers. For example, the first two switches
up and last two down means 0011, and when converted it becomes 3. If the first two switches
were down and last two were up that would mean 1100, or 12. Figure 3.8 shows the switch position
for each state. The top LED lights also serve as an indicator for which state the card is in.

Figure 3.9: Positions for (going left to right) Not Enabled, Unprimed, Wait, and E-STOP
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The final check in the line is if the auto-sequence initiate button has been “pressed”. The
auto sequence for testing can only be initiated if the system is not in Troubleshoot mode, no
redlines or emergency stops have been triggered, and the switches are set to the wait state. For
troubleshooting purposes, it is possible to initiate an auto sequence in Troubleshoot mode, but as
a safety precaution the igniter will not turn on. Both the RCE and CROME main VIs reference this
button in their code.

Figure 3.10: Automatic Sequence Button (left) and Indicator (right)
3.1.3 Card Blink
The NI-9344 is equipped with 4 green LEDS that the user can program. It is currently set
to light up to indicate the state the MICIT is in. For most cases, the lights are static and simply
remain lit. However, in an emergency they will blink, and this loop defines that blinking.

Figure 3.11: Card Blink Loop
3.1.4 Valve Automatic Sequence
This loop defines the various auto sequences used in the tests. The auto-sequence is a
predefined sequence set forth by the test requester that determines the order and timing of the
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solenoid valves, throttle valves, and igniter. The sequences are commonly divided into quarter
second time steps, but this can easily be modified according to future needs. The timing section
of the valves is programmed by filling in an unassigned array of 16bit integers. Each valve is
assigned a position in the array which is represented with a 1 for open or 0 for closed. As an aid
an excel sheet titled “MICIT Valve Sequence Generator” is placed in the same folder as this thesis.
It is critical that the position of the valve matches with the Valve Control Loop position, or else
the wrong valve will be activated. This binary array is converted to decimal and then manually
input into an initialize array node in the sequence loop. The top number on the node represents the
decimal value and the bottom signifies how many time steps that value lasts for. This process is
repeated for every change made in the sequence. The igniter timing loop works the exact same
way except that it only requires a binary input, 1 or 0, instead of the decimal value to represent the
igniter turning on or off. The CH4 and LOX Timing portions correspond to the motor valves and
are given inputs from 0-100, to represent 0% to 100% open. That percentage is then modified to a
voltage in a separate loop. Lastly there is a case selector to select which auto-sequence is being
used. There are several sequences currently programmed into the FPGA for both test stands. More
sequences can and should be added as the test campaigns progress, and when they are this loop
along with any others that reference the automatic sequence require updating.
The case structure in the bottom right is tied to the valve state. If the valve state is set to
Auto or Troubleshoot, the shift register is increased by 1. This value then is pushed to an index
array node for the Valve Timing, Igniter Timing, CH4 Timing, and LOX Timing. That value will
index or select a specific value in the sequence array, and since it is increasing by 1 it will go one
by one in sequential order. The timing nodes are then referenced later in the Valve Control Loop
to determine which valves will open.
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The Sequence Steps node just counts the length of the node and is used for percent finished
indicators in the main VIs.

Figure 3.12: Valve Automatic Sequence Loop
3.1.5 Valve Emergency Sequence
This loop works exactly like the Valve Automatic Sequence loop. Separating the
emergency from the automatic sequences simplifies the code and gives the test operator a quick
reference to provide the test requester when confirming emergency sequences. It should be stated
that there are no igniter timing nodes as they are unnecessary in an emergency shutoff. Due to
having two different systems, there is also a case selector tied to what automatic sequence is
selected. Doing this allows for the loop to adjust the shutoff sequence for either RCE or CROME
since they have different needs.
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Figure 3.13: Valve Emergency Sequence Loop
3.1.6 Bell and Light Logic
This loop controls MICIT’s alarm system. The controls are based on the state of the system.
If the system is in Troubleshoot mode, then the test operator has full manual control of these lights.
In every other state the lights and bell go off based on the requirements of that state, for example
constant ringing and a red light in an emergency.

Figure 3.14: Bell and Light Logic Loop

3.1.7 Redline Acquisition
This loop is where the conditions for the redline parameters are set. 16 K-type
thermocouples and 6 pressure transducers are wired into the cRIO via the NI-9214 and NI-9205
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modules, respectively. The instrumentation’s outputs are not processed so they are received as raw
voltages. Therefore, the redline must be set based on the expected voltage of a given reading. For
the pressure transducers this can be determined by dividing the parameter pressure by the PTs max
pressure rating then multiplying the result by the PTs maximum voltage output. For example, if
you wanted a redline of 125 psi on a 0-5V PT with a maximum range of 500 psi. It would be 125
divided by 500 multiplied by 5 to get 1.25 volts. Thermocouples on the other hand do not have a
linear scale. Converting TC output voltage into temperature is usually done with a post processing
application, however since the FPGA cannot support sub-VIs this had to be determined manually.
By using a reference table specific to K-Type TCs the voltage for specific temperatures can be
obtained. As for now the redline temperatures are set to 500°F. The case selector is determined by
the valve state allowing for the redlines to be curated for a specific test.

Figure 3.15: Redline Acquisition Loop
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3.1.8 Valve Control Loop
The valve control loop as it is aptly named controls all valves in the stands. It is composed
of a series of FGPA I/O nodes that correspond to the NI-9403, NI-9269, and NI-9472 modules.
The NI-9403 modules send signals to the relay boards dictating which relays to close delivering
power to a specified valve. Due to the igniter power being tied to a relay, it is also controlled in
this loop. The motor valve is controlled via both the NI-9269 and NI-9472 modules, with the NI9269 sending the percent open signal and the NI-9472 serving as an enable switch.
The level of user control for the various valves is determined based on the valve state set
by the Valve State Control loop. Essentially, there are only three forms the controls can take; either
fully disabled, full manual control, or exclusively FPGA controlled. These forms have variants
based on specific needs of the states, but they can all be boiled down to these three.

Figure 3.16: Valve Control Loop
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The Not Enabled state is the default state and sets all values to false, and fully closes the
throttle valves. Three nodes stand as exceptions as they correspond to vent valves in CROME, and
it was deemed necessary for the test operator to be able to open these as needed.
The Troubleshooting state allows every control to be freely manipulated by the test
operator. During testing this level of freedom is dangerous as any user error could put test
personnel in danger. It is necessary to turn this mode off before tests.
Unprimed is a state that was chosen after a discussion regarding safety during CROME
testing. This state allows for most valves to be selected. However, any valve that could cause an
accidental early firing is disabled. This also goes for the nodes responsible for powering the igniter.
Wait is the fully armed state that allows for the test operator to initiate a test. This mode is
different from trouble shoot mode because a redline trigger will override it, and this mode can only
be selected from inside of MICIT which is done by the test requester.
Auto is responsible for activating the controls in an auto sequence. This is done by
delivering the decimal value provided by the Valve Automatic Sequence and converting it into a
binary array which corresponds to a series of FPGA I/O nodes. Each node represents to a specific
valve and the order of these nodes MUST match the valve position when generating the auto
sequence. As for the throttle valves it works in a similar manner, but it converts the percentage
value from the Valve Automatic Sequence loop into a voltage that equates to the degrees in which
the valve will rotate. There are different cases within this case that modify the valve array based
on the automatic sequence selected.
ESTOP is identical to Auto but it refers to the emergency sequence programmed into the
Valve Emergency Sequence loop.
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3.1.9 Igniter Control
The Igniter Control loop’s main purpose is to deliver the 5V square wave to the igniter.
This is done by using a flat sequence which instructs the NI-9269 module to deliver either a 5V or
0V signal. By alternating the signal between on and off on a timer, it is possible to create a square
wave. This method was selected due to the inability of the FPGA to run sub-VIs which can do the
same function in a more elegant manner. The timing is based on an input provided by the test
conductor for both duty cycle and frequency. It is best to confirm these values with future tests but
for RCE and CROME the duty cycle and frequencies are 50,150 and 50,100 respectively. It should
also be stated that neither of the igniters should be powered on for more than 3 seconds.

Figure 3.17: Igniter Control Loop
3.2 MAIN VI
The main VI is the dominant interface that the test operator will be using. This portion of
the code displays readings from the various instrumentation and communicates directly to the
FPGA for controls. Both the RCE and CROME main VIs have a primary and secondary screen. It
is possible to add a third, but the benefits must be weighed against the increased computational
cost. There are multiple sub-VIs in these codes that makeup the majority of its functionality.
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Instead of going into depth as to how each system works along with the code behind it, the
following portions provide an explanation on how to run the VI. For a more in-depth explanation,
please reference (Rojo, 2019).

Figure 3.18: Location of CROME Main VI (left) and RCE Main VI (right)
3.2.1 Initializing Main VI
Once the system is up and running it is necessary to initialize the VIs. At that point it is
possible to activate the controls but is very apparent that the data is not being collected. Both VIs
features a “Settings” button on the top right corner. These settings must be adjusted before data
can be correctly displayed. Upon opening the menu, the user is greeted with an acquisition setup
screen. There are selection menus for all the instrumentation currently supported. Clicking each
sub menu will bring up a list asking for which modules to assign. It is critical that only the
instrumentation/ports being used are selected. The user can also modify the sample rate of the data
as well. If a sample rate that exceeds the rate at which the instrumentation can collect data is
chosen, then there will be redundant duplicate data. Larger sample rates also mean more data is
collected which translates to much bigger files. It is best practice to balance the sample rate with
collecting good data and not making it impossible to analyze afterwards. The next menu is where
the data can be logged. This file should be on the desktop, otherwise there is a chance for the code
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to corrupt the collected data. The last three buttons are for time saving purposes, and they allow a
user to load and store settings. That way once the settings for a test stand are made, the user does
not have to re-create them every time. A final tip is to always close the dialogue box by pressing
“Save Settings”, otherwise it is prone to crashing. Once the settings are setup, then the user can hit
the “Start” button and data should be displayed. To end the data collection simply hit the “Stop”
button.

Figure 3.19: Main VI Initialization Buttons
3.2.2 Using Main VI to Initiate Tests
Perhaps the most important task of the VI is to initiate tests and monitor/collect data. To
log data simply press the “Record Data” button. This will unsurprisingly begin recording data and
saving that file to the log path specified in the settings. A quirk of the system is that data acquisition
must be stopped to stop logging the data. Therefore, a user must hit the “STOP” button and then
hit “Start” once again to reset the VI. Always verify that the data is being collected and saved
correctly before any test is ran.
To initiate a test, the test operator must first select the appropriate automatic sequence from
the “Automatic Sequence” menu. All sequences that have been programmed into the FPGA will
display here. This selection will then change sequence in the FPGA, readying it for testing. This
step should be done early into the test day for the redline parameters to be active throughout the
duration of setup. When the test operator is given the all clear from the test requester to begin the
test, they must flip the virtual switch that unlocks the system and then select the “Start Automatic
Sequence” button. After completion of the sequence, the button must be “pressed” again to
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deselect it. If data was being collected, this is where that logging must be reset to create a separate
file. This process will be repeated for the number of tests being ran.
Should the need arise the “EMERGENCY STOP” button can be initiated at any time by
the test operator. This will immediately stop any sequences being ran and force the stand to initiate
the emergency shut-off procedure. If an automatic sequence was running when the stop was
initiated the user must press it again to prevent the automatic sequence from accidentally restarting.

Figure 3.20: Main VI Automatic Sequence Initialization Components
3.2.3 RCE and CROME Main VIs

Figure 3.21 CROME Main VI Front Panel
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Figure 3.22: CROME Second Display VI

Figure 3.23: RCE Main VI Front Panel
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Figure 3.24: RCE Second Display VI
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Chapter 4: MICIT Qualification
For MICIT to be deemed as test ready, several validations were first required. Two series
of checks were completed: the first with individual components not mounted to the stand and a
second with the entire system connected after being mounted to the stand. These tests are referred
to as dry and wet runs, respectively. During the dry runs each component was thoroughly tested to
ensure accurate and reliable functionality. For many of the components these procedures were
more tedious than difficult. Most required only minor tinkering with wiring and solving unforeseen
software bugs.
For the controls, the dry run consisted of verifying whether the port responded correctly
when instructed to by the FPGA and Main VI. Then, an unmounted component was tested by
connecting it to the port. This process was repeated for all the control components that were used
in the system. As an example, the steps to verify a solenoid valve are as follows. First, the FPGA
was instructed to open a port, such as port L3-1. The user will then take a multimeter and verify
that the port is outputting 120V AC. To be extra precautions the port should then be turned off and
verified that there is no power. The final step is to repeat that same procedure but with the MAIN
VI instead.

Figure 4.1: Verify L3-1 Voltage
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As for instrumentation, first it was verified through NI-MAX that the cDAQ was correctly
processing a specific piece of instrumentation. Then, the Main VI was opened to verify that it
displayed the correct measurement. Again, this process was repeated for all instrumentation on the
stand. To give an example, a thermocouple is verified first by inserting an unmounted one into the
desired port. For thermocouples this can be done easily by using one of the available probes. Once
inserted, NI-MAX is opened and the module pertaining to that port is selected. From here you can
specify the specific node to test. Then once all the parameters, i.e. thermocouple type, temperature
units, etcetera are inserted there will be a live feed of the instrumentation output signals. This
signal will come processed already and should display the ambient temperature of the probe. Once
completed NI-MAX is closed, and data collection via the Main VI is started. To complete the
check the correct temperature will be displayed in the correct thermocouple indicator.

Figure 4.2: Verify TC Data Collection

Once these dry runs were completed; all the hardware was mounted to the test stands,
connected to MICIT via harnesses, and finally the verification procedures were repeated. That
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final check is the wet run and is the last step to have the system test ready. The solenoid valves,
igniter, thermocouples, and static pressure transducers passed the qualification without much
hassle. The following sections will cover the hardware which required additional steps.
4.1 THROTTLE VALVE POSITIONING
The throttle valve’s that serve as CROME’s main valves are annoying, temperamental,
and overall huge pain in the side. The issue is not in the software but in the actual valve.
CROME’s main valves are not manufactured valves with a motor, but a Habonim hand valve
with a motor mounted to its stem. That motor rotates the valve to set the test mass flow and seal
off the propellant. Titanium thermal standoffs were required to distance the motors from the
valves to combat freezing since the valves are not cryo-rated. The standoff was manufactured
with specific ports for the motor, and valve body. One end of the standoff is where the valve
interfaces, and the other docks with the motor. Therefore, the final assembly of the main valve is
composed of three parts: the actual valve body, a thermal standoff, and a motor. This assembly
and the various interfaces created an issue referred to as backlash.
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Valve Body

Thermal Standoff

Motor

Figure 4.3: Throttle Valve Assembly
The motor is equipped with a “key” to latch onto whatever is being rotated. Simply put the
key is a metal cylinder with a ridge. Unfortunately, the key is not flush to the thermal standoff
causing a gap between them. The motor is then forced to compensate for this distance. However,
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the movement of the motor is currently limited. The rotation calibration is based on a linear scale
where 5V equals 90 degrees and 0V means 0 degrees. The degrees rotated only corresponds to the
motor. When 5V are sent to the motor it will turn itself 90 degrees, but this does not automatically
mean whatever it is attached to will do the same. For the case in the throttle valves, the space
between the key and thermal standoff can be seen as degrees of rotation wasted. The motor key
must rotate an unknown amount of degrees before it “catches” the standoff. Only after it is caught
can the standoff and in turn the valve be rotated by the motor, but by this point the motor has
already traveled x degrees without moving the valve. This discrepancy will always cause the motor
and valve to misalign. Therefore, the percentage that the motor is instructed to open will never
correspond to the percent open of the valve. For simplicity’s sake only the interface between the
thermal standoff and motor key was described, however this exact phenomenon is found at the
other end of the standoff where it interfaces to the valve. Due to this misalignment the test operator
can never be certain if the desired mass flows are being delivered or if the valves have resealed.
Thermal Standoff
Motor Key

Distance motor must move
before valve rotates

Exaggerated view of motor
as it “catches” the standoff

Figure 4.4: Top View of Interface Between Motor Key and Thermal Standoff
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Motor and Valve in line

Motor rotates 90°
Valve does not

Motor rotates -90°
Motor is back to original position,
Valve is misaligned, possibly not sealed

Figure 4.5: Main Valve “Backlash” Problem
It would be unacceptable to move forward with a main valve that cannot be reliably
positioned, so it was necessary to develop a solution to this problem. Time was an important factor
so any remedy which involved replacing or modifying an aspect of the main valve assembly was
not feasible. To comply with the time constraints a makeshift fix was necessary. The valve was
dismounted from the stand and inspected with a borescope to evaluate the internal behaviour. It
was found that the first initial opening and closing of the valve would compensate for the backlash.
After this compensation, the motor’s positioning of the valve was consistent although incorrect.
There was a consistent and measurable amount of degrees the motor had to rotate before the valve
could be seen opening. This value was small enough that the software could compensate for this
by modifying the auto-sequence to rotate the motor that many degrees more. For example, during
the first test the methane valve would begin opening and closing after the motor had rotated 10
degrees. Therefore, the auto-sequence value added 10 degrees to the methane valve rotation,
changing 25 to 35.
It was then postulated that the thermal standoff’s interface positions play a large factor in
determining what the backlash degree was. In figures 4.4 and 4.5 the motor key is positioned in
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the center of the thermal standoff; however, this is not always the case. Unless care is taken, it is
highly likely that the key will favour one side of the standoff. Should this happen the backlash will
not be evenly divided amongst the forward and back directions, which may cause a misalignment
that does not allow the valve to seal. It is also highly unlikely that the interfaces will be installed
in the exact same way every time, therefore the valves require an evaluation to determine the
backlash degree every time the assembly is disassembled. However, the method used to confirm
the value used on the methane valves cannot be used on oxygen. That method required exposing
the innards of the valve for long periods of time, which cannot be done on an oxygen-clean
component.
A new test was required to verify the oxygen valve backlash. By taking all the lessons
learned from the methane valve a new set of procedures to “zero the valve” were developed. Before
going in depth, it should be noted that this is an inherently flawed method, but was the best solution
given the time and resources available. A more reliable and measurable process should be created
and employed by the next set of users. Some ideas for this are outlined in the future works section.
The first step is to ensure the motor valve and thermal standoff are installed as centered to
the interface ports as possible. This will reduce the chance of the valve not sealing.
Next the main run line upstream of the valve needs to be pressurized. This can be done at
low pressure, but higher pressures will give better results. Due to safety concerns the maximum
pressure test personnel can approach is 200 psi, this is will provide a suitable high pressure reading.
Once pressurized a 5-minute pressure decay test should be performed on the line. This will
determine if the initial valve position is sealed. If there are no pressure drops seen, then move onto
the next step. Otherwise, the line will need to be de-pressurized and the valve dismounted to
manually re-position the valve.
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Next the motor should be rotated 90 degrees forward and back. At this point the backlash
has been introduced and compensated by the valve. Another 5-minute pressure decay test is then
preformed to verify sealing. No visible pressure drops means the valve will reseal after opening
and can move onto the final steps. Any drops equal to or higher than 1 PSI per minute will require
the user to depressurize the system and dismount the motor. The user will then have to manually
close the valve, and then re-attach the motor, taking extra care to center the interfaces.
These next steps are where the backlash is categorized. Before moving forward, the system
pressure needs to be lowered to 50 PSI as the test operator will be actively venting near test
conductors. The test operator will proceed to slowly rotate the main valve open, usually in
increments of 1%. It is the job of a test conductor to stand close to the engine and listen for flow.
Once flow is heard, they will report it back to the operator who will take note of the current motor
percentage. The operator will then slowly close the main valve, also in 1% increments. This time
the test conductor is responsible for alerting the test operator for when they no longer hear flow.
Once again, the test conductor will take note of the motor’s percent. These steps are then repeated
at least 3 times by 2 different test conductors.
The backlash value is then determined by taking the average percent at which the operators
could no longer hear flow. As a final qualification the motor is opened and then closed to the
percentage the conductors reported not being able to hear flow. A final pressure decay test is
performed to verify sealing at that value. If pressure drop is visible, then the pressure decay test is
performed again at a value one percent smaller than the estimated backlash. This process is
repeated until a pressure decay test with no visible drop is achieved. Once the backlash has been
quantified the system is de-pressurized and ready for testing. It is good practice to verify the
backlash if more than a month has passed without the system being tested.
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4.2 CRYO-PT CALIBRATION
To calibrate the amplifiers two pressures must be taken, one high and one low. Once a
pressure is set the user must go to the corresponding amplifier and save that setting. The lowpressure point is set to ambient, which is trivial to achieve. For the second point the PT needs to
be pressurized. To do this calibration a small setup is required. Figure 4.6 provides a piping and
instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of the setup used, but in essence it is a quarter inch line connected
to a gaseous nitrogen k bottle, a cryogenic and static pressure transducer downstream, and solenoid
valves to pressurize and vent the line. Since the static PTs do not require calibrating it served as a
reference point for the calibration. By inputting the value of the static PT at both ambient and under
high pressure into the amplifier it can create a linear scaling factor for the cryo PT. This scaling
factor is then multiplied by the output voltage of the cryo PT to create the final value.

CryoPT-1

PR-1

GN2 Bottle

SV-2
SV-1
StaticPT-1

Figure 4.6: Cryo PT Calibration Setup P&ID
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Chapter 5: Implementation of MICIT for CROME and RCE Testing
5.1 TEST PREPARATION
After all qualifications are completed the MICIT is ready for testing! The following
sections outline the process that is required at the beginning of every test day. These steps are
independent of the test campaign being performed. They also are the most critical, and issues
here would mean a scrubbed test.
5.1.1 Towing MICIT
The very first step is simply hauling the trailer to the test site. Positioning MICIT is a
balancing act between having it far enough to be considered a relatively safe position and close
enough for the harnesses from the stands to interface. These harnesses at most are 50 feet long.
This does not leave much room to play when positioning MICIT. Luckily for RCE tests the safety
concern is much lower making placement a smoother process. To aid in the setup of CROME tests
non-permanent markings have been made in the lot. These marks correspond to where the back
tires should be positioned.
The first step in towing MICIT is to lift the stabilization jacks found under the trailer. On
the inside of MICIT there is a metal rod located to the right when entering through the main door.
Once the rod has been removed no other personnel should enter MICIT. Use this rod to hit the
latch on the stabilization legs, allowing for them to be lifted. The jacks have taken some damage
at this point and may require some extra force to move. Once the latch is off, lift and secure the
legs to the bottom of MICIT. They should lie parallel to the floor. It is unsafe for anyone to enter
the trailer until it has been stabilized again. The trailer is then ready to be attached to a ball hitch
and towed to the test site. It goes without saying to follow normal trailer towing procedures to
move the trailer, but as a precaution be sure to remove the chocks and ensure the trailer latch key
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is in place. There are two wooden planks found underneath the trailer jack by the tow hitch. Be
sure to replace these planks before unmounting from the hitch. Doing this makes it easier to tow
MICIT because it will normally sit lower than some conventional hitches. After the trailer is
leveled the stabilizer jacks can be lowered and secured. To lock them in place the same rod used
to remove them is required. First lower the jack to the floor, then insert the rod through the front
and back holes and use it as a lever to lift the jack into place. Do this for both sides. Ensure the
jack is stable by attempting to dislodge it from location. If the jack moves, continue lifting it with
the rod until it does not.

Ja
Figure 5.1: MICIT Jacks
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5.1.2 MICIT Handshake
The first real check of MICIT is called the “handshake”. This term was inspired by a scene
in the 2013 movie “Pacific Rim” by director Guillermo del Toro. In the film there is a procedure
to establish connectivity between the users and hardware named the “neural handshake”.
Considering the vast differences between a fictional giant robot and a lox methane data acquisition
system, the neural part of the name was dropped. The following steps outline how the connectivity
of MICIT is verified, or in other terms how a MICIT handshake is completed. Considering the
differences in between test campaigns a more generalized approach will be detailed, with all
differences being outlined in a later section.
The first obvious step is to connect MICIT to power. Since there are two UPS in MICIT,
there are two power cords that need to be connected. Depending on which campaign is being run,
the distance of the cords will vary. In both cases it is important that the cord be connected to the
outlets found on the east wall of HQ. These outlets are all set to their own fuse boxes whereas the
west wall outlets are not. Both cords will require their own quad outlet with nothing else being
plugged into it. The UPS can be powered on once they receive power. At this point all the subsystems will require a few minutes to boot-up. A good indicator of this being finished is if the
ports on the network switch are blinking green or not.
Next is establishing a method of communication. The exact details will change depending
on the test being ran, but the overall idea remains the same. Without going further into depth an
ethernet cable will be ran from the network switch inside of MICIT to the network switch on the
test computer. The ethernet cable must be connected to the third port on the test computer in order
to work. To determine if communication is functioning, the user must open NI-MAX to view the
connection status of the cRIO and cDAQ. This is shown in figure 5.2. While in NI-MAX the user
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should also take the time to load in the data acquisition modules. To load these modules, the user
needs to open the submenu for the cDAQ and perform a self-test by pressing the “Self-Test”
button. A message will appear to confirm the completion of the test figure 5.2 Then the user will
click on each of the module menus in the cDAQ submenu to load them in, and they will no longer
display the red x next to each of their icons

Figure 5.2: cDAQ (top) and cRIO Connected in NI-MAX
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Figure 5.3: cDAQ Self-Test
NI-Max is no longer required and can be minimized. To complete the handshake the FPGA
and project explorer screens are necessary. Connect the cRIO to the FPGA by right clicking the
cRIO icon and pressing connect figure 5.4. Once the icon displays a green light, the connection is
complete. Afterwards the FPGA can be started by pressing the start icon in the top left. There is a
bug in the code which requires the cRIO to be connected twice as the first connection ALWAYS
results in an error message. Simply wait for the error messages to load and exit out of each one,
then repeat the process for connecting the cRIO. At this point the system will load into an initial
valve state. For the handshake and following procedures it is best to initialize troubleshoot mode
by flipping the virtual troubleshoot mode switch on the FPGA. At this point the user will have full
manual control of MICIT. To confirm a successful connection the user will manually actuate each
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of the light’s along with the bell by pressing the buttons in the FPGA. Verifying these 4 controls
completes the MICIT Handshake.

Figure 5.4: cRIO Disconnected (top) and Connected (bottom) to LabVIEW
5.2 CONTROL CHECK
It is required to perform a checkout on the system’s controls prior to any test to establish
reliability. It is better to learn of any issues before there is any propellant or pressure in the test
stand. The control checkout is the exact same procedure for a wet run discussed in a previous
chapter. The controls referenced in this section include the solenoid valves, igniter, and throttle
valves. At this point in the day MICIT will have already been moved to the test site, handshake
completed, and all instrumentation connected.
5.2.1 Solenoid Valve Control Check
This checkout verifies that there are no issues that could negatively impact the solenoid
valve’s performance. This is also a late-stage checkout so only the Main VI for that test campaign
is used. Due to the different test stands using different sets of valves along with valve designations
not being unique a more generalized solenoid valve check will be covered. Applying this check to
a specific stand only requires the user to duplicate the steps for as many valves there are in the
system along with modifying the tested ports to the needs of the stand.
For this checkout at least two test personnel are required, one operator and one conductor.
More conductors can be added to speed up the process on larger stands. The test operator will
actuate a selected valve in the main VI 3 times. The conductor will then verify that the selected
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valve actuates. This is done by looking for audible and tactile feedback. The test conductor will
place their hand on the valve and should feel the valve move slightly when it actuates. There should
also be a distinct “click” accompanied by the actuation. Once verified the conductor relays that
information to the operator and the next valve in the line is checked. This is repeated for all valves
on the stand.
Should the valve not actuate it can commonly be associated to one of three problems. The
first is that MICIT is not in the correct state, therefore disabling the valves from actuating. This
can be solved by ensuring the cRIO is in the “Troubleshoot” state. If this is not the case refer to
Table 3.1 to uncover what is causing another state to be triggered. Second is simple user error, and
the test operator is actuating the incorrect valve or the cRIO does not have the correct relay board
plugged in. This is verified by making sure the code is sending the open signal to the correct relay
and that the required board has its module inserted into the necessary cRIO slot. It is also good
practice to insert a multimeter into the port to definitively isolate the problem to outside of MICIT.
Lastly is a connection coming loose from either the solenoid valve panel interfaces or somewhere
in the harness. While being a simple fix it has the potential to be tedious due to the sheer number
of interfaces found along the wiring. Other problems can exist outside of these three, but these
have proven to be the most common during the numerous tests ran. If all else fails, use a multimeter
on the interface closest to the valve to ensure that it is receiving the required voltage. If the required
voltage is in fact being sent, it is possible the valve is no longer functioning.
5.2.2 Igniter Check
The name for this check is slightly misleading. There is another procedure by the same
name where propellant is delivered to the igniter and combustion occurs. By comparison, this
check has much lower stakes. Only the controls are being validated, not the actual functionality of
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the igniter. While both stand’s igniters serve the same role, they are not identical and have specific
requirements to work. The check is still fundamentally the same, however each has been tailored
to suit the igniter’s needs. Both checks must be conducted through the FPGA as neither Main VI
can trigger the igniter manually. Before this test can be conducted the trailers must be grounded.
Each test site has a grounding rod for this purpose. It is the operator’s responsibility to verify
grounding before proceeding with the check. A test conductor is then required to stand close to the
igniter and wait for the signal.
In the FPGA there is a section to modify the igniters frequency and duty cycle. For CROME
these settings are 100 HZ and 50% respectively, RCE’s are 150 HZ and 50% respectively. Once
the appropriate settings have been set, the test operator informs the test conductor that the check
will soon begin. The operator will state that the igniter will be turned on for 3 seconds then off for
5 seconds. After receiving the conductor’s confirmation, the operator will announce that they are
turning on the igniter power, then give a countdown until the signal is turned on. If it is working,
the conductor will hear the igniter give off a distinct “buzz” sound. After 3 seconds the operator
will turn off the igniter. The operator will then wait for 5 seconds before resuming the signal for
another 3 seconds. This cycle is to be repeated either three times or until the conductor confirms
that the igniter controls are working. RCE’s igniter is not supported by the Igniter Power port
found on L3-2. It can however be powered by connecting it to the unused port L5-1. It does still
however use the Igniter Signal port on L3-1. The only difference for this step then is L5-1 will be
pressed instead of Igniter Power.
The most common igniter issue is the MICIT not being in the correct state. To aid in
determining if the igniter sent the signal at all, there are two green lights next to the IGN array
indicator in the FPGA. If the “Ignitor 1 SIG auto” indicator did not light up, then the signal was
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not sent to the igniter. Check what state the system is in then confirm with Table 3.1 to discover
what is needed to enter the correct state. It is possible to isolate if the issue is in MICIT/LabVIEW
or in the hardware/harnesses by inserting a multimeter into the power and signal ports. The power
port should read either 8V DC or 12V DC depending on whether L3-2 or L5-1 is being tested. It
is possible to verify the square wave even without an oscilloscope. The multimeter is not fast
enough to pick up the entire square signal, but it will average that signal out, meaning it will read
a 2.5V DC measurement. These signals should also be checked at the interface closest to the igniter
to verify that it is receiving them. If the correct signals are being sent, and the igniter is still not
functioning there may be a problem with the igniter itself.
5.2.3 Throttle Valve Check
This check only requires a test operator and test conductor. Only CROME’s test stand has
this hardware equipped so this check is unique to CROME test campaigns. This is not a verification
of the valve’s actual position; this should have been done before hand during system qualification.
Instead this will verify that the motors are working and communicating to the test computer. Direct
manual control of these valves is limited to the FPGA for safety reasons. The Main VI will not be
used. The controls of the throttle valves are found at the bottom of the FPGA.
Two control boxes are mounted to the flexure bar of CROME’s engine module, one for
each of the valves. The first step is to verify that there is a green blinking LED. If this LED is solid
red, then there is a loose connection. Go over every connection and ensure they are fully plugged
in. Once verified, remove, and reinsert the power cable to reset the light. At the test computer, the
test operator will inform the test conductor which valve they will actuate. Once confirmed the
operator will issue the enable signal, this will cause the green LED to turn solid. After the
conductor affirms the LED is solid green, the operator will begin to actuate the motor. The first
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rotation will be 0-100 percent. The conductor is responsible for observing whether the thermal
standoff rotates and relaying that information to the operator. Afterwards the test operator will
rotate the valve from 0-100% then go from 0 to the percentage specified by the test. Ending with
the valve returning to 0. This is then repeated for the remaining valve.
Issues with the throttle valve can delay a test anywhere from a few days to a few weeks, so
it is important to rule out user error as the problem. The fastest way to do this is by ensuring that
the correct signals are being sent to the motor control box. The easiest port to test is L3-1/L3-4.
Simply take a multimeter and verify that the enable signal is being delivered. Testing port L12/L1-3 is more difficult as it would require some disassembly. But a good check is by inspecting
the LED light on the control box. If the light never turns on, the port is not delivering power. If the
light stays red, one of the wires may have come loose. If the light remains blinking after being
given the enable, then there is an issue with that signal. If the light performs as expected but does
not rotate, then the 0-5V signal is not being sent.
5.3 INSTRUMENTATION CHECK
This checkout is also performed at the start of every test day following the control checkout.
Doing this ensures all instrumentation is functioning and being collected correctly by the cDAQ.
It is possible to complete following checks with only a test operator and test conductor, but due to
the sheer volume of instrumentation present on either system this will exponentially increase the
time it takes. Troubleshoot mode is required for these checks to not trip any redlines when they
are disconnected. The roles are reversed from the control check. Now the test conductor performs
the check with the test operator confirming if it worked. To move forward only a general outline
for each type of instrumentation is provided. To modify the steps simply cater the ports to those
being used by the test stand and repeat for as many ports being used. As a fair warning, most of
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the issues during system checkout occur while testing instrumentation. The way the harness system
is setup it requires constant plugging in and out. Doing this introduces new points of failure every
time the system is moved. For the most part all issues will be found on the harnesses, with a few
rare exceptions being found inside of MICIT. Having more than one test conductor who is
experienced in troubleshooting and repairing harnesses is critical to completing the checkout in a
timely manner.
5.3.1 Cryo PTs
Verifying the cryogenic PTs can be partially completed without the test operator. Since the
amplifiers have an LED screen which displays what the PT output has been scaled to, there is no
need to use the test computer to see if any pressure transducers are not working. This is only a
partial test since the operator must also ensure that the data is being collected correctly, and that
must be done by using the Main VI. The steps are identical for either stand, so only a general
outline will be provided.
After the test operator has ensured that the Main VI has started and is displaying data, the
conductor may begin. While inside of MICIT they will disconnect the connections on the R1 panel
that correspond to the cryo PTs (R1-1 to R1-12) starting from left to right. The number of cryo
PTs connected will depend on what campaign is being run. Once a PT has been disconnected, the
test operator will verify in the Main VI that only the indicator for that specific PT reflects this
disconnect. When a PT is disconnected the indicator box will stop displaying the current pressure
and will instead display a nonsensical value. This value is usually the maximum range the amplifier
was set to. After functionality has been confirmed the conductor will re-insert the connection and
move onto the next PT in the panel. Repeat these steps for every cryo PT in the system.
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The most common cause of error with cryo PTs is a disconnect in the harness. This can
either be a speak-on connection that has not fully mated, or the internal wiring has come loose.
The former requires test personnel to inspect the interfaces along the harness for any possible
issues. If no surface level problems are found, the internals of the interfaces must be checked. This
is done by disassembling the speak-on connector and verifying that the four wires are still soldered
securely to the connector. Any loose wires should be re-soldered to their designated prongs based
on the wiring schematics provided by (Hansen, 2019).
5.3.2 Static PTs
The static PTs require the test operator to verify the output voltages with NI-MAX. The
Main VI cannot be used because the static pressure transducers are liable to give false readings
referred to as “ghosting”. Even if the PT were to be disconnected a ghosted signal would still be
sent to the Main VI making it look as though the PT was not working. This makes it hard to discern
if there is a problem with MICIT or with the PT. To combat ghosting, the raw pre-processed
voltages need to be examined. Data collection from the Main VI must be stopped for this check
because data cannot be collected by the Main VI and NI-MAX simultaneously. To access the raw
voltages, open NI-MAX and open the cDAQ submenus. The specific module required is NI
9205:“Mod6-RSE-PT”. To load the voltage readings, press the “test panel” button. The resulting
submenu then needs to be adjusted slightly for the required PTs. In this case that means changing
to the Mode to On Demand, Measurement Type to Voltage, Max Input and Min Input to 5 and 0
V respectively, and lastly Terminal Configuration to RSE. An example of what the finishing
settings look like can be found in Figure 5.5. The Channel Name portion is for selecting the specific
port. It is indexed 0 so AI0 corresponds to the first port, AI1 to the second, and so on and so forth.
Hitting start begins the data collection.
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Figure 5.5: Static PT NI-MAX Settings
The methodology for this check is the same as when checking cryo PTs. A test conductor
will remove the harness from the MICIT interface panel while the test operator monitors the test
computer. However, in this instance they will be looking for a sudden spike in voltages through
NI-MAX instead of through LabVIEW. An example of what the operator should look for is found
in Figure 5.6. This spike verifies that the PT is collecting data but does not validate that the data
collected is correct. At this point the conductor should reinsert the PT harness into the panel. The
operator will then verify that the pressure being measured is correct. Since the output is raw voltage
the operator must multiply that value by the scaling factor for the specific PT to verify a correct
measurement. An example would be a 0 -5V static PT with a maximum range of 0 -500 PSI has a
scaling factor of 100. A correct ambient pressure measurement would result in an output voltage
of 140 millivolts from the PT. Applying the scaling factor to that value results in a final reading of
14 PSI. Once verified that the PT is correctly measuring pressure the test conductor may move
onto the next PT in the panel. Once a PT is verified the operator needs to change which channel is
being displayed by selecting the next one in the Channel Name menu.
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Figure 5.6: PT Disconnected Spike (left) and Reconnected Spike (Right)
Problems in static PTs are caused mostly by loose wiring in the connectors. To fix this,
users apply the same method as cryo PTs, disconnect every connector and search for loose wires.
The static PTs used are single ended, so they only require 3 wires. Verify with the wiring
schematics that each connector is correctly terminated. If there are no issues in the wiring and the
PT is still giving incorrect values, it may be faulty.
5.3.3 Thermocouples
The E-type and K-type thermocouples’ instrumentation checkout share the exact same
methodology. As such this section will cover thermocouples generally. At this point NI-MAX can
be closed and the main VI opened. Test conductors will no longer be inside MICIT for this
checkout, instead they will remove the thermocouple interface from the actual test stand. This will
let the operator know that there are no shorts along the TC harness and the temperature
measurement does in fact correspond to the TC’s location. The junction of two different metals in
a probe is what gives the TC the ability to measure temperature. It is possible for the TCs’ harness
to have a short in which these two metals touch prematurely giving a reading at that site instead of
where the probe is located. Shorts like these are usually found at the connection interfaces. Due to
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the many disconnects and reconnects along with constant shifting while being moved this problem
is very common. So common in fact that the instrumentation check duration is primarily dictated
by how many thermocouple issues were found. This step is where having more conductors
experienced with troubleshooting and fixing harnesses comes in handy.
To begin the actual checkout a conductor on the stand will remove a thermocouple interface
from the test stand. This causes the TC circuit to no longer complete and will give an error message
on the test computer. That error message manifests itself with a large nonsensical number. The test
operator is responsible for monitoring the indicator that matches the disconnected TC. If that
indicator displays the message, then there are no shorts along the line and the TC data is being
correctly read by the cDAQ. Once given approval by the operator, the conductor then places the
connector back to its original position. It would also be good practice to verify that the TC is
reading ambient temperature correctly during this time. This is then repeated for every TC on the
system.

Figure 5.7: TC Disconnected Value
Should a thermocouple indicator not display the error message, then there is a short in the
line. This short can be at any interface from the test stand all the way to the actual cDAQ module.
The conductor must go along the line disconnecting interfaces to find the location of the short.
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When a line is disconnected an operator will inform them if the indicator no longer displays a
temperature reading, meaning that the portion of harness that was disconnected had the short. This
process will isolate the problematic portion of the harness, but it will not isolate the exact
connection. Once the section is isolated the conductor then needs to remove the connection and
verify that no internal wires are touching. The conductor will do this until the connection with
touching internal wiring is discovered. After finding the short the conductor will then re-terminate
that interface to remedy the issue. Wiring for the thermocouples is very simple as there are only
two wires. The red wire will ALWAYS correspond to the negative terminal leaving the second
color for the positive one.
5.4 AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE CHECK
With both the controls and instrumentation checked out the final validation before any test
is the automatic sequences. Each sequence planned to be used for that test day needs to be verified.
There will be no propellant or pressurant in the system at the time of these checks, so they will
only verify that all controls and readings respond as intended. The operator will need some sort of
recording device to record the sequence on the monitor for final approval by the test requester. The
test conductor is also required to be situated close to the stand’s igniter to verify that the igniter
went off. If CROME is being tested, then the conductor must also monitor the throttle valves to
verify rotation.
5.4.1 Test Sequences
This section will outline the procedure for verifying any given day’s specific test
sequences. Depending on the objective of the test the amount of sequences will vary. Each one
will need to be validated even if they are all simply longer durations of the same test.
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First MICIT needs to be placed into the “wait” state by flipping up every switch on the first card
in the cRIO. At this point troubleshoot mode should be disabled if it has not been already. Then
the sequence time steps in the FPGA need to be set to the appropriate value, currently all sequences
have a 250ms time step. Next the Main VI for the test needs to be opened. In the “Automatic
Sequence” menu select the desired sequence to be validated. Ensure that the stand is still grounded
and that there is a conductor close to the igniter. Toggle the system lock switch and set to “System
Unlocked”. Begin recording the valve array on the Main VI. Then turn on the “Start Automatic
Sequence” button. Allow the sequence to run its intended duration. Once complete turn off the
“Start Automatic Sequence” button and toggle the system lock switch back to “System Locked”.
Verify with the test requester that the recording of the auto sequences matches the one requested
and confirm with the test conductor that the igniter went off. Repeat these steps for all expected
test sequences. Should there be a discrepancy with the sequence then the test needs to be scrubbed
while the test requester and test operator attempt to fix the problem. For safety reasons the
LabVIEW code, i.e. the auto-sequence programming, cannot be modified the same day as a test,
as it will require redoing the instrumentation check to verify no unforeseen bugs were introduced.
5.4.2 Emergency Sequences
Validating the emergency sequences is exactly the same as the auto sequence verification.
The operator will still record the array to show the requester, and the conductor will remain by the
stand to validate the hardware responded as intended. The difference is in how the emergency
sequence will be set off. There are 3 possible ways an emergency stop can be triggered; a manual
stop initiated by the conductor, a redline trip, or the physical stop located inside of MICIT. Each
of these triggers need to be validated in two different scenarios, one with the system idling and
one where it interrupts an automatic sequence. Each redline also needs to be validated individually.
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If more than one automatic sequence is to be tested, then these cases must be validated for each
different sequence. Due to the various ways an emergency stop can be initiated this can be a very
long process depending on what tests are being run. The steps to validate the emergency sequence
in each of these scenarios will be outlined so future users can adapt them into future test campaigns.
All these steps will assume the auto sequences have already been verified and the system is still
primed. As noted previously, should any of these sequences perform incorrectly then the test will
have to be scrubbed until they are fixed.
For the manual check ensure a test operator is by the test stand. Begin recording the valve
array on the Main VI. Initiate the emergency sequence by pressing the “EMERGENCY STOP”
button. Allow the sequence to run. Turn off the “EMERGENCY STOP” button once it finishes.
Stop recording the valve array. Verify with the conductor that the hardware responded as intended,
and with the test requester that the sequence matches the one requested. Next begin initiating an
automatic sequence by selecting the test sequence required for that day and unlocking the system.
Begin recording the valve array once more. Turn on the “Start Automatic Sequence Button”. Turn
on the “EMERGENCY STOP” button before the auto-sequence completes. Turn off the “Start
Automatic Sequence” button. This must be done to prevent an accidental restart of the automatic
sequence. Now allow for the emergency sequence to run for its duration. Turn off the
“EMERGENCY STOP” button and verify with the test conductor and test operator that the
emergency sequence ran as intended. Repeat the auto sequence interrupt check for all sequences
which are to be conducted.
The physical switch validation requires another test conductor. Their job will be to initiate
the emergency sequence by using the switches to turn on the emergency state. The test operator
will only record the valve array on the main VI for the first check. Once ready the conductor inside
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MICIT will flip all switches on the first module down to trigger an emergency stop. When the
sequence has completed its run inform the conductor to put MICIT back into the “wait” state by
flipping all switches up. Verify with the conductor that the hardware responded as intended, and
with the test requester that the sequence matches the one requested. Next will be an auto sequence
interrupt. The test operator will select the desired automatic sequence and unlock the system.
Record the valve array and start the automatic sequence. The operator will then inform the
conductor to trigger the emergency stop. Once the automatic sequence has been interrupted by the
emergency sequence, turn off the “Start Automatic Sequence” button. In the same manner as the
first check when the sequence has completed its run inform the conductor to put MICIT back into
the “wait” state by flipping all switches up. Once more verify with the conductor that the hardware
responded as intended, and with the test requester that the sequence matches the one requested.
Repeat the auto sequence interrupt check for all sequences which are to be conducted.
The final and longest check is the redline validation. Depending on the system there can
be anywhere from 6 to 23 different redlines active. Each redline will need to be checked both in
an idle and interrupt state. Currently only the engine thermocouple redlines are in use. Since they
are set to go off at 300 degrees Fahrenheit, a user will remove the connection on the stand instead.
This will cause an error which manifests itself as a cartoonishly high temperature reading which
will be way above the 300 degree redline. For the idle tests, the operator will only be responsible
for recording the monitor and informing the conductor when to disconnect and reconnect the
thermocouple. Once the operator has begun the recording, they will inform the conductor to
remove one of the thermocouples from the engine. This should trigger a redline causing an
emergency stop. Once the emergency sequence is finished the operator stops the recording and
informs the conductor to reconnect the TC. As is procedure the operator will confirm if the
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sequence check was a success with the conductor and test requester. This process will be repeated
for every redline active on the stand. The interrupt check will be identical except that the operator
will initiate an auto sequence to be interrupted. Every sequence that is to be conducted requires
every redline to be validated. The process is identical for each one.
5.5 TEST STAND DIFFERENCES
Throughout this thesis there are many instances in which the reader is informed that there
is a difference in both stands. Some differences are obvious such as different amount of
instrumentation, but there were some unforeseen factors that provide each test campaign its own
unique set of challenges. The following section aims to highlight many of these differences that
MICIT must cater to.
5.5.1 Modules
A major difference between the tests are the solenoid valves. On CROME most valves are
120V AC with a few 12V DC ones scattered throughout. RCE on the other hand exclusively has
12V DC. Normally this would not merit a section, but there is an issue caused by only having two
NI-9403 modules responsible for controlling the relay cards. Slots 2,3 and 4 on the cRIO each
correspond to one specific relay card with each slot requiring its own NI-9403 module. Luckily
CROME and RCE do not need all three relay cards at once. For CROME the two relays are 3 and
1, while RCE needs relays 3 and 2. Therefore slot 4 on the cRIO, which corresponds to relay card
1, will always have its module connected but slots 2 and 3 will have to share a module that is
swapped in between test campaigns. There are also only two 37-pin connectors. So, the connector
for relay cards 2 and 1 is also shared and swapped in between tests. When a CROME test campaign
is being ran the module will be inserted into slot 2 and the 37-pin connector will be attached to
relay card 3 (the one closest to the floor). For an RCE test campaign the module will swap to slot
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3, with the 37-pin connector placed into relay card 2 (the middle one). Should an extra module and
connector be purchased this problem will disappear.

Figure 5.8: NI-9403 Position for CROME (left) and RCE (right) test
5.5.2 Harnessing
The RCE test stand is composed of one trailer, and as such the instrumentation goes directly
from the hardware to the MICIT harness. CROME is instead composed of two trailers. Since the
system must be mobile another harness interface is required between them. This interface creates
added setup time, not to mention new points of failure. CROME also uses nearly every port
available in MICIT with a total of 109 different hardware components. This means there are at
least 327 different interfaces that can fail (this is a very low estimate) and at least 266 different
connections that need to be made in a test day. The sheer size of CROME’s stand requires
additional personnel. Not having enough experienced people to fix issues found in an
instrumentation and control check could be the difference between a 30-minute hold and a
scrubbed test. The CROME test day is a whole day endeavor starting from 7 in the morning to late
in the evening. It would not be feasible to teach new users how to wire certain connectors while
remaining on schedule. Therefore, it is critical for test personnel to receive training beforehand.
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RCE’s smaller setup and shorter test days are a perfect training ground for new team members. It
provides a lower stakes environment for users to hone and familiarize themselves with diagnosing
and remedying problems.

5.5.3 Igniter
As previously discussed, the CROME igniter runs on 8V DC power while the RCE one
requires 12V DC. For this reason, port L5-1 which is unused in RCE testing was co-opted as the
igniter power supply. On CROME the igniter has its own designated harness while RCE has a
separate harness for signal and uses the L5-1 solenoid valve cable harness for power.
5.5.4 Connectivity
Until a new fiber optic cable is purchased, communication to the MICIT from the test
computer is established with an ethernet cable. The primary downside with this change is that
ethernet cables are limited to 300 feet. The test site for RCE is within this distance so one very
long ethernet cable sufficed. CROME on the other hand sits roughly 400 feet away from the test
computer. To solve this issue another network switch was used as an “ethernet repeater”. The
switch was placed on a cart dubbed the “network cart” and positioned between HQ and MICIT.

Figure 5.9: Network Cart
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5.5.5 Overnight Storage
Perhaps the largest difference between the stands is the test day duration. An RCE test can
be setup at 9 in the morning and have a fire by 4 in the afternoon, and this is including an hour
lunch break for the test personnel. CROME requires one whole workday to setup the system. A
CROME test takes place over the course of three days. The first day is for setup, second for testing,
and third for disassembly and storage. To save setup time MICIT is locked and stored outside at
the test site along with the engine and propellant trailers. The harnesses are connected during setup
and will remain on the propellant trailer for the same reason. To protect the harnesses from the
elements they are placed on the bed of the propellant trailer underneath the tarp which covers that
trailer. In order to secure MICIT for overnight storage the man and main door will remain locked
with padlocks. The keys are on the test keychain along with all other tRIAC keys. The hitch is then
protected with a lock specifically designed for tow hitches.

Figure 5.10: Overnight Storage for CROME (MICIT Not Pictured)
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Chapter 6: Lessons Learned
Perhaps the biggest difficulty that cSETR faces are the fast turnaround times. While it is
amazing that the center can mold students into aerospace engineers highly desired across the
aerospace industry within just two years’ time, there are some hidden costs. It is not uncommon
for projects to span many years with only a few students getting to see the it come into fruition.
This means training and passing on knowledge is key to keep research moving forward. This
section aims to shine light on a few hard-earned lessons from some of the failures experienced
while testing.
6.1 SHORTS AND STEPS TO MITIGATE THEM
With so many different interfaces and harnesses lying in close proximity to each other
shorts are bound to happen. Over the course of CROME’s testing campaign there were three which
caused major failures and delays. All three problems have been corrected and precautions have
been implemented to prevent them from recurring.
The first short occurred early into MICIT’s qualification. One of the 12V DC solenoid
valves was incorrectly wired, and upon actuation caused a short which ended in an internal failure
of the cRIO and cDAQ. Both devices had to be sent out for repairs. During the month it took for
repairs neither test campaign could make any progress. From then on out all instrumentation wiring
was double checked with the manual by test personnel experienced with harnessing. As an added
precaution all excess wiring was isolated to prevent future accidents.
The next short occurred the week before CROME was scheduled to begin its first test
campaign. While performing routine cable management the harnesses for both throttle valves were
plugged in incorrectly. It was unknown at the time that the control boxes were highly susceptible
to failure if polarity was reversed. Similar to the first short, the control boxes had to be sent for
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repairs putting a halt to the test plans. While waiting for the control boxes to be returned, all
hardware in which polarity mattered had their harnesses re-terminated with keyed connectors.
These new connectors could only plug in one way as opposed to the banana plugs which could
easily be incorrectly connected. The final failsafe was only allowing the test operator to connect
any hardware where polarity was a concern.

Ha
Figure 6.1: Damaged Control Box Internals
The last major short was the most confusing. This issue manifested itself after several RCE
and CROME test campaigns. The solenoid valve harness uses banana plugs and banana plug ports
to join the various sections together. These ports are intended for use on server panels and not for
harnesses that are moved around constantly. As such there are portions of exposed wire when the
harness is made. Extra care was taken during the original wiring of the harnesses to cover any
exposed wire with electrical tape. The problem did not lie there but with the small metal interface
itself. Up until that point that was never a cause for concern as they could not touch the metal
trailer bed or any of the other solenoid valve harness interfaces. However, each piece of
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instrumentation is labeled with a small brass tag. Under the perfect circumstance a brass tag could
easily fit inside of the interface causing a short. This perfect storm happened once during testing
of the CROME engine. It occurred on the second day, after the system had already passed the precheck from the day before. This problem caused the failure of several static and dynamic pressure
transducers. Luckily, the transducers which failed were not deemed test critical and the test could
proceed, but not before each solenoid valve was fully insulated using electrical tape. This is a
makeshift solution however as it adds extra setup time during harnessing and the connection should
be modified in a later iteration.
6.2 CABLE MANAGEMENT
Good cable management is required for all the wiring on both MICIT and the test stands
to avoid being overwhelmed. There were many instrumentations checks delayed due to being
unable to find the required harness in the web of wires. For the CROME test stand all the harnesses
are stacked on top of each other on the propellant trailer. While this allows for the harnesses to
stay connected overnight, it increases the difficulty in troubleshooting. With so many wires
overlapping this leaves the test conductor with very little space to find and inspect connectors. If
possible, a method to organize and sort the harnesses would be a good investment for future tests.
In RCE the wires are managed nicely on the stand, making for a much smoother setup. Cable
management is also important for the inside of MICIT. A hold should not be initiated so that the
test operator can find an unmarked wire. Having distinct and marked cables reduces the time it
takes for any inspection within the guts of MICIT.
6.3 CODE LOCKOUTS
During the early test campaigns there were no such things as code lockouts. If there was
an issue in the software during tests, it would be diagnosed and patched out the same day. This did
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allow for flexibility as hardware could be modified up to the last minute. Doing this was almost
necessary when firing the system for the first time as there were many adjustments that had to be
made due to unforeseen problems. However, it easily introduces the possibility of brand new bugs
that could cause failures in the test. One such problem occurred due to a typo as an auto sequence
was adjusted for hardware added the night before a test. If the auto sequence had not been verified
it was possible that a catastrophic failure would have occurred. For this reason, LabView code
must adhere to the same standards that are applied to test procedures. Any change should be
approved before implementation and all changes must be done 48 hours before any test. Any
unforeseen critical failures of the code will automatically cause a scrubbed test, and the test
operator must then diagnose and resolve that problem before the campaign can move forward.
6.4 DOCUMENTATION
Possibly the most important lesson to share is to keep everything documented. These
projects have high turnover rates and within a few semesters it is possible for knowledge that was
once seen as trivial to be completely lost. During the rush of testing and qualifying systems writing
down what has happened usually gets lost by the wayside. This small task serves as the only way
for future users to easily move forward with research without having to waste time re-learning
what was already done. Relying on asking previous team members how certain systems worked
or were setup is not a good way to conduct tests. The resources are already available to archive
this information but hunting down information scattered throughout a virtual drive should not be
acceptable. Having a consistent and easy to follow filing system saves time and allows users to
find documented information.
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Chapter 7: Future Work
As with any system there are always new ways to grow and improve. The MICIT is no
exception. Many of the problems that were faced during this campaign were solved with very
makeshift solutions. While these methods did allow the system to move forward, they are not the
correct way for these problems to be solved. Addressing these faults should be one of the first
priorities of the team in the next iteration. While some are more pressing than others, it is still
worth mentioning as perhaps new creative and cost-effective solutions can be discovered.
7.1 THROTTLE VALVE MODIFICATIONS
The most problematic aspects of the CROME test stand are the throttle valves. The current
solution of simply living with the backlash and making the valve move a little more to compensate
is only a temporary solution. For starters relying on very low audible ques to determine what the
backlash value is by default a flawed method. This assumes that users can perfectly distinguish the
sound of flow versus the normal ambient echoing of the chamber. It also places users directly in
the path of the flow, so one simple typo can expose them to 50 PSI of GN2 directly going into
their ears. Instead, two additions need to be added to the main code. The first and perhaps simplest
is to expand the rotation range of the motor valve. Right now, it has 5V set to be a 90-degree turn,
but that is not set in stone. The calibration can be modified for 5V to equal a 135-degree turn, or
any other value as long as the valve can fully open despite the backlash problem. The next is
determining the backlash’s value. The control box can measure the amount of torque the motor is
exerting, so it could be possible to use this measurement to determine when the motor begins to
rotate the valve. That value can then be used to quantify how much the motor must rotate to
compensate for the backlash. The best part is that since this process would be automatic it can be
easily implemented before and even during any test. Some time was spent looking into this
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problem before quarantine orders made it difficult, but it does seem like this is a costly upgrade in
both time and money. The current way in which the control box communicates to the cRIO does
not support this feature. A new module and new wiring will have to be introduced into the system
to accomplish this. Budget and time constraints may not allow for such an investment to be made.
A cheaper fix that could at least lessen the backlash problem are the thermal stand offs. These
stand offs are vestigial remnants of the original main valves. Since the main valves were not cryorated the standoffs were required to distance the motor from the valve body, but those valves have
since been upgraded to the cryo rated version. With the new valves these standoffs have no reason
to be so long. Instead newer smaller standoffs can be manufactured which still have the keyed
portions but with tighter tolerances. As the keyed portions sit flush with the valve body and motor
less backlash will be seen.
7.2 TANK VOLUME AND LOAD CELLS
Load cells will be added to future iterations of the CROME test campaign. It was initially
intended for the tank volume to be determined by load cells; however, the original cells were
damaged during the installation of the propellant tanks. To move forward with testing the tanks
were mounted to the tank stands without these load cells. Once the newer more rugged cells were
purchased and delivered the tanks would be lifted again and the cells mounted. Lifting the tanks
would cause a major disassembly which would hold testing, so this has been put off. To determine
volume instead surface TCs were placed on the outside of the tanks. The idea was that as more
liquid entered the tank the thermocouple would cool down and if a TC displayed the saturation
temperature for that fluid then liquid must be at that TC’s location. This method was not truly
accurate however since they were surface TCs and not probes close to the inner tank wall. For the
first few tests this method would serve as a rough estimate to keep progress moving forward. As
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CROME’s test campaign inches closer and closer to longer duration testing having an accurate
tank volume measurement becomes more and more critical. It would not be unfeasible then to
predict this modification to take place in the near future. The LabVIEW code has not currently had
the load cell portion verified and will require testing before a major disassembly begins.
7.3 HARNESS OVERHAUL
The last upgrade for the system would be an overhaul of the harnessing. There are many
ways in which it can be upgraded. Perhaps the most requested is to lessen the amount of harnesses
that are present on the system. It was brought up in (Hansen, 2019) but is worth mentioning again.
Having a large pinned connection could condense the 109 harnesses into 3, making for much
smoother setups. These connections may even add more reliability, especially concerning the
thermocouple harness that constantly disconnects or shorts. However, this is an expensive upgrade
in both time and money. It would require a technician experienced with these connection types
along with the purchasing of all new equipment. As such this upgrade is more of a pipedream
maybe someday wish than an actual fix. A much more feasible solution which will still have
tangible benefits is creating another set of 50-foot harnesses for RCE. Right now, both RCE and
CROME share the same series of 50-foot harnesses that connect the systems to MICIT. While it
is cost effective, it means these harnesses must be disconnected and reconnected anytime a test
campaign is to be performed. Doing this increases the chance of some sort of issue in the harness
along with slowing down the time it takes to alternate between test campaigns. Having designated
harnesses for either system means faster transition times and even makes it feasible to run RCE
and CROME tests within the same week.
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Appendix A: RCE Harness Connection Tables
Solenoid Valves
SV-101
SV-102
SV-103
SV-104
SV-105
SV-201
SV-202
SV-205
SV-206
SV-207
SV-208
SV-301
SV-303
SV-304

Pressure Transducers
PT-201
PT-303
PT-207
PT-204
PT-101
PT-205
PT-206
PT-208
PT-209
PT301
PT-304
PT-305
PC-001

Location
Ox Dewar Prssnt
Ox Dewar Prssnt
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
LCH4 MV
FFC MV
LCH4 Bleed
FFC Bleed
Ox Dewar Prssnt
OX MV
OX Bleed

MICIT Panel #
L6-1
L6-2
L6-3
L6-4
L6-5
L6-6
L6-7
L6-8
L6-9
L6-10
L6-11
L6-12
L6-13
L6-14

Location
MCU
LCH4 MV
FFC MV
LCH4 MV
Ox Dewar Prssnt
LCH4 Up Orifice
LCH4 Down Orifice
FFC Up Orifice
FFC Down Orifice
Ox Dewar Prssnt
OX Up Orifice
OX Down Orifice
RCE Engine
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Harness Label
L3-1
L3-2
L3-3
L3-4
L3-5
L3-6
L3-7
L3-8
L3-9
L3-10
L3-11
L3-12
L3-13
L3-14

Notes
Cryo (102)
Cryo
Cryo (204)
Cryo (205)
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static

MICIT Panel #
R1-1 (1)
R1-12 (4)
R1-6 (2)
R1-7 (3)
R4-1
R4-2
R4-3
R4-4
R4-5
R4-6
R4-7
R4-8
R4-9

E-TYPE Thermocouples
TC-201
TC-202
TC-203
TC-204
TC-205
TC-206
TC-207
TC-208
TC-210
TC-211
TC-212
TC-213
TC-302
TC-303

Location
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
MCU
LCH4 MV
LCH4 Down Orifice
FFC MV
FFC Down Orifice
OX MV
OX Down Orifice

K- TYPE Thermocouple
TC-001
TC-002
TC-003
TC-004
TC-005
TC-006

IGNITER
+12 V
- Signal
+ Signal
GRD

Location
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine

MICIT Panel #
R8-1
R8-2
R8-3
R8-4
R8-5
R8-6
R8-7
R8-8
R8-9
R8-10
R8-11
R8-12
R8-13
R8-14

MICIT Panel #
R7-1
R7-2
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6

MICIT Panel #
L5-1 (red)
L2-1 (black) (bananna to bnc)
L2-1 (red) (bananna to bnc)
L5-1 (black)
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Appendix B: CROME Harness Connection Tables
Solenoid Valves
SV100
SV201
SV202
SV300
SV301
SV302
SV101
SV102
SV103
SV104
SV106
SV107
SV108
SV200
SV105
SV203
SV303
SV304

E-TYPE Thermocouples
T100
T302
T306
T307
T201
T202
T101
T203
T204
T301
T206
T207
T303
T304

Location
2nd GN2 Isolation Solenoid Valve
2nd LCH4 Tank Isolation SV
LCH4 Engine Bleed SV
2nd LOX Vent SV
2nd LOX Tank Isolation SV
LOX Engine Bleed SV
2nd GN2 Isolation Solenoid Valve
GN2 Pressure Vent SV
GN2 Pressure Vent SV
Engine Purge SV
LCH4 Run line Purge SV
LOX Run line Purge SV
LCH4 Run line Purge SV
2nd LCH4 Vent SV
LOX Run line Purge SV
CH4 Igniter Main Valve
LOX Main Engine MV
LOX Dewar Pressurant Valve

MICIT Panel #
L3-1
L3-10
L3-11
L3-12
L3-13
L3-14
L3-2
L3-3
L3-4
L3-5
L3-6
L3-7
L3-8
L3-9
L5-1
L5-3
L5-4
L5-5

Location
GN2 Line Temperature
LOX Surface Thermocouple
LOX MV In-line Inlet Temperature
Main Oxidizer Injector Inlet Temperature
LCH4 Surface Thermocouple
LCH4 Surface Thermocouple
GN2 Line Temperature
LCH4 Tank Line Temperature
LCH4 Venturi Inlet Temperature
LOX Surface Thermocouple
LCH4 MV In-line Inlet Temperature
Main Fuel Injector Inlet Temperature
LOX Tank Line Temperature
LOX Venturi Inlet Temperature
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MICIT Panel #
R8-1
R8-10
R8-11
R8-12
R8-15
R8-16
R8-2
R8-3
R8-4
R8-5
R8-6
R8-7
R8-8
R8-9

Pressure Transducers
P102
P103
P201
P203
P204
P205
P300
P301
P303
P304
PV202
PV302
PD001
PD002
PD003
P100
P101
P200
P207
P305
P306
PC001

Location
GN2 Line Pressure
GN2 Line Pressure
LCH4 Venturi Inlet Pressure
LCH4 MV In-line Inlet Pressure
Main Fuel Injector Inlet Pressure
FFC Orifice Outlet Pressure
LOX Tank Line Pressure
LOX Venturi Inlet Pressure
LOX MV In-line Inlet Pressure
Main Oxidizer Injector Inlet Pressure
LCH4 Venturi Throat Differential Pressure
LOX Venturi Throat Differential Pressure
Engine Dynamic Pressure
Engine Dynamic Pressure
Engine Dynamic Pressure
GN2 Delivery Pressure
GN2 Delivery Pressure
LCH4 Tank Line Pressure
Igniter CH4 Inlet Pressure
Igniter OX Inlet Pressure
LOX Dewar Pressure
Chamber Pressure
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Notes
cryo
cryo
cryo
cryo
cryo
Cryo
cryo
cryo
cryo
cryo
differential
differential
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
Static PT
Static PT
Static PT
Static PT
Static PT
Static PT
Static PT

MICIT Panel #
R1-1
R1-2
R1-4
R1-5
R1-6
R1-7
R1-8
R1-9
R1-10
R1-11
R1-13
R1-14
R5-1
R5-2
R5-3
R4-1
R4-2
R4-7
R4-3
R4-4
R4-6
R4-5

K- TYPE Thermocouple
ET-1
ET-10
ET-11
ET-12
ET-13
ET-14
ET-15
ET-16
ET-17
ET-18
ET-19
ET-2
ET-20
ET-21
ET-22
ET-23
ET-24
ET-25
ET-26
ET-27
ET-3
ET-4
ET-5
ET-6
ET-7
ET-8
ET-9

Location
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine

Trailer Interface Label
Sharpie 24
Sharpie 14
Sharpie 8
Sharpie 9
Sharpie 10
Sharpie 4
Sharpie 5
Sharpie 6
Sharpie 7
Sharpie 1
Sharpie 2
Sharpie 22
Sharpie 3
Sharpie 18
Sharpie 19
Sharpie 20
Sharpie 21
Sharpie 25
Sharpie 26
Sharpie 27
Sharpie 23
Sharpie 15
Sharpie 16
Sharpie 17
Sharpie 11
Sharpie 12
Sharpie 13
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MICIT Panel
R7-1
R7-10
R7-11
R7-12
R7-13
R7-14
R7-15
R7-16
R7-17
R7-18
R7-19
R7-2
R7-20
R7-21
R7-22
R7-23
R7-24
R7-25
R7-26
R7-27
R7-3
R7-4
R7-5
R7-6
R7-7
R7-8
R7-9
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